
MH VSCE Forum St Thomas Centre held on 18.04.2018 10.00- 12.00  

Themed Discussion Groups  

Proposed workshop content for both discussion groups 

1. Introductions 

2. Aim of workshop – Opportunity for VCSEs reps to hear from colleagues the interface 

between GM and locality working and to identify better routes of communication and influence. 

3. Overview of Key GM priorities and progress (as per highlight reports from Board meetings) 

4. Discussions in smaller groups to address 

 How colleagues in the room are currently feeding into GM and local strategies. Do 

colleagues feel about to engage in and influence locality discussions about mental health? 

 What relationship do VCSE colleagues have with VCSE infrastructure in their different 

localities?  Is there an infrastructure? Is this formal or informal? 

 Any examples of good practice that can be highlighted at a GM level 

 Any specific barriers that we need to address as a VCSEs and suggestions as to how to 

address them 

 Suggestions to improve wider VCSEs communications and opportunities to influence. What 

can communication look like if there isn’t formal infrastructure in localities? 

Children and Young Person’s Mental Health – facilitated by Stacey Adams & Sarah Cook  

 A member of the VSCE community represented at GM level and locality  

 Create a provision for 0-5 years (including the family unit)  

 Map structures within VSCE and locality, understanding what is already available  

 Support, suggestion that there be a network in each locality with the LCO in attendance  

 A board member representation from the locality and VSCE community  

 The GMVCO and locality partnership via LCO Network (monthly meeting)  

 GM wide parity inclusion of the boroughs on the edge of GM e.g. Wigan  

 VSCE to be collaborative  

 Catch 22 have launched “workplace” which is a digital platform similar to face book could be 

used to create links and special interest groups. 

Adult Mental Health- facilitated by James Harper  

 VSCE colleagues should be saying what influence/ suggestions means – to be feed up and 

down 

 Need agreed definition/ s of engagement to move forward together  

 More reliable/real/ applicable content needed at forums; simple guide on how we (VSCE) 

get involved 

 Want meaningful engagement – we are reaching out but not getting much back 



 Engagement at neighbourhood level is needed 

 Existing infrastructures in localities is variable and this needs to change 

 There is now the ability to influence at GM Level through the VCSE representatives  

 Reaching out and including all pockets of communities will help propagate further 

engagement 

 VCSE’s need to be included at earliest stage possible as they have useful information to give, 

especially when new thinking is required around more specialist areas such as complex 

needs. 

  Query was raised about the 1 million pound investment that was mentioned in the earlier 

discussion, VCSE colleagues would like to know where and how this money is being spent. 

 The information given at sessions like these is convoluted and not practical enough. 

 There is currently little to no engagement and communication from commissioners 

 There is no joined force at neighbourhood/locality level, i.e. like the huddle weekly meeting 

in Wigan that was shared earlier in the day. 

 VCSE’s assumed they weren’t involved due to funding 

 People also felt that receiving communication and feedback is largely due to who you know 

and which connections you have 

 Agreed that plans need to be made on how to raise community voice without losing the 

specialist knowledge that the voluntary sector has 

 Larger profile voluntary organisations should share and involve smaller organisations to 

create connections within sector so it can become more networked and involved at GM level 


